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PORCUPICNIC 
Cecilia Pisos + Gastón Caba
Hardback / 165 x 220 mm / 32 pages 

Bang Ediciones 
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Porcupine Dad is planning a day
out with his son Espinito. He will
have some time to himself to read
and fish whilst his son is having
fun in nature. But shortly after
reaching Happy Hill and setting
camp, Porcupine Dad realises that
nothing will be as he had planned.
Espinito needs to be entertained
and active at all times. And he gets
bored quickly from each game
that his dad suggests.

GO!
Marta Cunill
Learn about bird
migration following
three lazy birds.

SUPER ELO
Maríía Ramos
Elo becomes Super
Elo to confront her
fear of the dark.

PUFFER FISH SERIES
Gabriela Rubio +
Edgar Ramirez
Learn about shapes
with Puffer Fish.

Bang Ediciones

Com
ics 6+
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ASTRO-MOUSE SERIES
Fermin Solis
Paperback / 190 x 260 mm / 56 pages 

Astro-Mouse and Light Bulb are
still lost, but not in the park or
downtown shopping mall , but in
the universe. In volume 6, our
friends return for a series of
hilarious short stories. Discover
Patator's childhood, the hell of
the jungle with Strawberry and
Mint Chewing Gum and all the
strange flora and fauna that our
friends will encounter during
their expedition into outer space.

SUPER POTATO SERIES
Artur Laperla 
Paperback / 190 x 260 mm / 64 pages 

King Slug and another dangerous
prisoner have managed to
escape from the maximum-
security interstellar prison. In a
stolen ship, they race across the
galaxy towards Earth. Meantime
on Earth, Super Potato has his
own problems: the Masticator
has robbed a bank and wants to
chew on the most superheroic
of potatoes.



CECILIA VAN HELSING SERIES 
Julio A. Serrano + Juanjo Cuerda
Paperback / 190 x 260 mm / 56 pages 

Bang Ediciones 
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MAMUT LISTO SERIES 
Santi Selví + Zarzo
Hardback / 240 x 170 mm / 64 pages 

A comics collection about
science and scientists
without whom life would
be very different! Meet
ARCHIMEDES, GAUSS,
GALOIS and EMMY
NOETHER and
NIGHTINGALE.

Uncle Vims has been
kidnapped! So Ceci, Moquillo
and their new friend Victoria
leave Innopia to try to rescue
him. The journey leads to a
forest that has NOTHING
normal: disappearances, sinister
characters, a rare fog and the
strangest of all ... MUTANTS !!

Also in the series:
THE CASE OF THE SNACK THIEF
THE VAMPIRE DIET

JEKYLL & HYDE
Robert Louis Stevenson + Tyto Alba
Hardback / 200 x 260 mm / 56 pages 

RUPTURES
Laure Sirieix + Lauri Fernández
Hardback / 210 x 280; 160pp

Bang Ediciones 

A
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María, a 17-year-old young
Parisian, suddenly has to go to
Barcelona to take care of her
grandmother. She and her father
find her totally disoriented.
When they discover some old
letters in her apartment, they
uncover a dark secret. In the
1960s, she was imprisoned in Les
Corts and she was pregnant.
Many questions arise for María
and her family.

London, late 19th century. The
respectable and good-natured Dr
Jekyll conducts secret
experiments in his laboratory.
Meanwhile the mysterious and
evil Mr Hyde, who pretends to be
his protégé, spreads terror
through the city. Tyto Alba
brilliantly adapts all the darkness
and complexity of this
masterpiece somewhere between
a thriller and a psychological
essay.



DEATH OF A CATERPILLAR
André Rodrigues + Larissa Ribeiro + Paula Desgualdo + Pedro Markun 
Paperback / 205 x 205 mm / 48 pages 

When a caterpillar is found dead
in the forest, a big question arises
for all the insects. What happens
when someone dies? My mom
said we become stars and never
have to fear the dark again! Our
body decomposes and feeds the
plants, that feed all insects. No,
we come back as another insect!
An important and accessible book
to discuss the life cycle with
children.

Companhias Das Letras
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André Rodrigues + Larissa Ribeiro + 
Paula Desgualdo + Pedro Markun 
Paperback / 205 x 205 mm / 48 pages 

GILDO IS OUT OF SYNC 
Viviana Rando
Paperback / 255 x 255 mm / 28 pages 

Companhias Das Letras

Picture Book
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One night, Gildo stayed up very late
even though he knew that he had
to wake up very early the next day
to rehearse with the school band.
When he arrived at school, his
teacher, Joel, had already started
rehearsal. Joel raised his arm and,
before he even blew on his whistle,
Gildo started drumming. He was
out of sync, and he hear
his friends.

GILDO

Viviana Rando 
Paperback / 255 x 255 mm / 28 pages 



WHEN MY BUILDING TOOK OFF
Estevão Azevedo + Rômolo 
Paperback / 210  x 270 mm / 40 pages 

Companhias Das Letras
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I saw it when the little
building left. It happened right
in my own community. It
started to shake, and the beams
came loose from the floor. It
looked like my cousin trying to
rid his feet of the sand when we
used to bury each other at the
beach. A grandfather writes a
letter to his granddaughter
about the day when buildings
started to leave.

MY BACKYARD
Fernando Nuno + Bruno Nunes
Hardback / 185 x 290 mm / 36 pages 

My backyard has trees. They are
beings that know the secrets of
dew. My backyard has animals.
They know all paths, both in the
ground and in the air. My
backyard has a wide and deep
lagoon, where seas and rivers
come to mingle. My backyard
has a beautiful, varied sky! My
backyard houses a bunch of
people. been
messing with my backyard!

Companhias das Letras 

Picture Book 
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An old baobab, native to the
savannas of Africa, decides to
cross the Atlantic Ocean to meet
his relatives in Brazilian lands.
We follow a journey woven of
encounters and moments of
great emotion. Between the
struggle for survival, but also
great solidarity and
perseverance, Velho Baobá
leaves a message of
determination and hope.

HAIRSTYLES MANUAL FOR BLACK CHILDREN 
Joana Gabriela Mendes; Mari Santos + Flávia Burges
Paperback / 200 x 270 mm / TBC pages 

Learn about how to care about
curly and kinky hair, and how to
style it whether the strands are
short or long. In addition to
hairstyles, you will also find out the
story behind each one of them and
curiosities about hair care
throughout history. What was the
Black Power movement or what is
Afrofuturism? Grab your favorite
hair accessory and enjoy a moment
of self-care and self-discovery!

AN ADVENTURE OF THE OLD BAOBAB
Inaldete Pinheiro de Andrade + Ianah Maia
Paperback / 185 x 270 mm / 32 pages 

N
on Fction



POLA IN THE FOREST
Gabriela Rzepecka-Weiß + Magdalena -Nowak
Hardback / 230 x 270 mm / 32 pages 

Pola is going to the forest with
her family. It may be a little wet
and a risk of scratching

legs. So, best to wear
wellies, pants and a long-sleeved
shirt. discover the forest
and how to best behave to look
after oneself and the
environment.

Dwukropek
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POLA GETS LOST 
POLA IN THE FOREST

WHERE IS PULPO?
Barbara Gawryluk + Joanna Rusinek
Hardback / 230 x 270 mm / 40 pages 

Dwukropek
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Exactly, where is Pulpo?
Desperate Mrs. Adela, the
owner of a fearful pug, is very
worried about her pet. All the
dogs and all the inhabitants of
the yellow house next to the
park set out to look for Pulpo. A
cheerful story about the
inhabitants of a dog-loving
neighbourhood.

Gabriela Rzepecka-Weiß + Maciej Szymanowicz
Hardback / 230 x 270 mm / 32 pages

Flora, together with her parents
and her best friend Pola, is
vising her grandparents in the
countryside. The journey is long
and monotonous, so the
parents one by one come up
with magical lands through
which a cheerful bus goes.

Picture Book



IN DECEMBER IN THE AFTERNOON
+ 

Hardback / 230 x 280 mm / 88 pages 

Dwukropek
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Christmas is a magical time for
the little ones. They are
waiting for the Christmas tree,
snow, gingerbread cookies,
gifts ... and they can't wait.
Following our young heroin
and her family we enjoy and
can join the preparations on a
day-by-day basis day by day:
from December 1st to 24th.

LITTLE BEAR WANTS TO HELP
Monika Kami + Agnieska Wajda
Board Book / 220 x 270 mm / 24 pages 

Little Bear and Hedgehog have
been planning a trip for a long
time and they are both really
looking forward to it. Little Bear
and Hedgehog are going to the
lake! But road is long, and
Hedgehog gets tired along the
way. So Little Bear offers him
help. A companion title to
LITTLE BEAR IS LOOKING FOR A
FRIEND.

THE SEED
Ewa -Virette
Hardback / 208 x 288 mm / 32 pages 

Would you like to find out about
seeds? What do they look like?
How are they used as spices in
a kitchen or café? Where are
they sold? Or how are they
processed?

The Seed is an informative book
fit for the whole family!

Dwukropek
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BLOOD
Wojciech Grajkowski + Agata Szargot
Hardback / 280 x 238 mm / 56 pages 

Nine-year-old Kamil goes to a
holiday camp. Of course, he is
accompanied by his
heart. Their joint adventures
will encourage the reader to
learn all about blood. Follow
Kamil and discover about

texture, uses, life cycle
and looks. How does the
cardiovascular system work
and why is it so necessary?
How can blood save

life?



Imagnary House
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LISTEN TO YOUR DIDDALUM!
Emily House + Maria Lebedeva
Paperback / 210 x 210 mm / 32 pages 

HELLO TREES
Bailey Bezuidenhout + Maria Lebedeva
Paperback /280 x 210 mm / 36 pages 

This is a story about trees. A little girl
wonders through a forest and asks
questions about trees. She runs her
hands along their trunks, the lines in
the bark are so different to her, yet
somewhat familiar. Like trees, we are a
culmination of our memories, and of
our future.

THE CHALK GIRAFFE
Kirsty Paxton + Megan Lötter
Paperback / 200 x 200 mm / 38 pages 

Kirsty Paxton + Megan Lötter
Paperback / 200 x 200 mm / 38 pages 

On day my brother drew a squiggle and a line. a he cried
out. drew it and mine! It has big sharp teeth and a long, long
tail scarier than a dinosaur and bigger than a whale.

What if your drawings
magically came to life only to
have the character turn out
to be a demanding art critic!
We follow an imaginative
child who draws a giraffe out
of chalk and is surprised
when her creation comes to
life.

Imagnary House

Picture Book
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Imagnary House
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Bonbon and Blanket were
firmest of friends from the
moment they found each
other. Bonbon was tiny and
in need of some warmth;
Blanket was a soft cosy
cover. One day they were
all on a picnic and Bonbon
was down by the lake when
a dog snatched Blanket and
tried to make its escape.

BONBON AND BLANKET
Emily House
Paperback / 210 x 210 mm / 32 pages 

EARTH TAKES A BREAK
Emily House
Paperback/ 210 x 280 mm / 32 pages 

When Earth feels unwell, she
goes to the doctor to ask for help.
What the doctor prescribes
seems impossible to Earth, until
she wakes the next day to find a
surprising change!

A modern fable inspired
by recent events.

MIYAYU: THE MISCHIEVOUS CAT #1
Subi Bosa
Paperback / 138 x 210 / 32 pages 

Imagnary House

Com
ics
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Miyayu has a big heart and
huge ideas, but his plans
never quite seem to turn out
right... for him or anybody
else. Meet hilarious
characters, such as Miyayu,
Sebastian's Cat, Tendo, Mami
Wota, Miko, Chi-chi, and so
many more! A silent
children's comic book made
up of multiple comic strip
stories.



RINTIE THE DRAGON TRILOGY
Donika Rizova + Mira Miroslavova
Hardback / 170 x 245 mm / 144 pages 

Marmot Books
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Believe it or not, a real dragon lives in
the rocks above the ancient town of
Banyalbufar! His name is Rintie and
he loves spaghetti and apples. But
most of all, Rintie likes to be with her
friend Greg - the boy who follows his
heart and therefore sees what is
invisible to adults..

RINTIE THE DRAGON AND THE ORDER OF KINGS
Donika Rizova + Mira Miroslavova
Hardback / 170 x 245 mm / 144 pages 

The war between the Order of Kings
and the Order or Dragons has been
going on for centuries. Now their
Knights are about to meet again in a
tense fight over the future of dragons
and peace on Earth. Dragon eggs
hidden in various places all around the
Northern part of the Globe are at
stake. Rintie the Dragon and the boy
Greg are about to embark on that
dangerous adventure.
.

AGATHA - MY FIRST YEAR AT SCHOOL SERIES (12 titles)
Aleksandra Georgieva + Margarita Stamenova
Hardback / 130 x 197 mm / 56 pages 

What emotions, relationships, and
challenges is Agatha going to face
and deal with in her first year at
school? Finding oneself in a new and
unfamiliar environment is exciting
indeed! The year promises to be
emotional for her friends, mommy,
daddy, granny, and even her favourite
tomcat Balthazar.

A series of 12 books including: A
Cactus in a Flowerpot, A Little Bit of
Courage, Christmas Magic and more!

Marmot Books

Fiction  
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TALES FROM THE WORLD OF THE MOTTS
Radostina Nikolova + Melina-Elina Bondokova
Paperback / 140 x 210 mm / 32 pages 

THE ADVENTURES OF THE MOTTS
Radostina Nikolova + Melina-Elina Bondokova
Paperback / 140 x 210 mm / 96 pages 

These fascinating creatures find
plenty of adventures and brave
quests that change the world of
children and adults forever. An
unforgettable journey awaits,
taking you on the wildest ride your
imagination has ever seen. Get
ready for a lot of fun, love, fights
and emotions. Are you ready?

A series of 4 books: Hello Brand-
New Day, Mux Strikes Back, The
Princess Who Had the Hiccups and
The Magician Has the Last Laugh.

Due to the success of the series The
Adventures of the Motts, Marmot
Books decided to develop an
extended line for younger kids. These
tales follow the younger Motts who
are just as curious as small children,
and deal with similar issues such as
facing a fear of the dark or getting in
trouble.

A series of two books: First
Mischief and Princess Pagu
Fall Asleep

Marmot Books

Picture Book
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DINO AND FRIENDS: I READ ALONE SERIES 
Radostina Nikolova + Gergana Boeva
Paperback / 200 x 200 mm / 44 pages 

.

Dino has a birthday. He is
six now. Look! Maya, Coo-
coo, Wisdo and Mr. Hog are
here. But Rocky is missing!

Titles in the series:
DINO HAD A BIRTHDAY
DINO WANTS TO GO ON A
PICNIC.

DINO WANTS TO GO ON A PICNIC



THE EMOTION-O-METRE OF INSPECTOR DRILO 
Susanna Isern + Mónica Carretero
Hardback / 245 x 260 mm / 100 pages 

NubeOcho

The definitive manual to help
us understand, measure and
control our emotions. Dr. Croc
will help us pay attention to
the ten basic emotions with
the use of his greatest
invention: the EMOTION-O-
METER.

The FEELIES and CROC will
join us and show us how we
are feeling with this
wheel of emotions.

YOUR BODY IS YOURS
Lucía Serrano
Hardback / 225 x 270 mm / 40 pages 

Like all girls and boys, you have a
body. This book will help you
understand more about it. Your
body is yours, and no one should
touch it if you do not want. The
word NO is very important. You
can say it whenever you want. Do
you want to try now? See how
loud it sounds?.

22

FEMINIST BOYS AND GIRLS
Blanca Lacasa, Luis Amavisca + Gusti
Hardback / 260 x 260 mm / 40 pages 

NubeOcho  
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Feminist girls and boys like all
colours, wear their hair as long
as they want and choose their
own toys. But, above all, they
refuse to classify things as ´s

and ´s . A brief
manual for feminist girls and
boys. Equality is
responsibility.

Picture Book

I LOVE MY COLOURFUL NAILS
Alicia Acosta, Luis Amavisca + Gusti
Hardback / 250 x 250 mm / 36 pages 

Juan used to like painting his
nails. When his schoolmates
started laughing at him, his
dad decided to show his
support by painting his own
nails too.



A ROCK IN THE OCEAN
Alessandro Montagnana
Hardback /260 x 260 mm / 40 pages 

Leo loves to wear costumes:
pirate, superhero, knight... he
also likes to put on a lavender
skirt, but the day he decided to
go out with it, someone
mistakes him for a girl. He gets
very angry. a boy play and
put on a skirt?

NubeOcho
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The seal Mila has found a
special rock in the middle of the
sea. One day, after a funny
accident, Mila meets Carlos the
seagull. Together they share
precious time on the rock until
Carlos has to leave with his
family. But will it be the last
time they meet?

Irma Borges + Francesco Fagnani
Hardback /250 x 250 mm / 36 pages 

play

precious
Carlos

Winner of the VIII 
edition of the Narrating 
Equality Contest!

BE CAREFUL, BRUNO!
José Carlos Andrés + José Fragoso
Hardback / 250 x 250 mm / 40 pages 

NubeOcho 

Thinking of becoming a
superhero? It is very hard work,
but with these helpful
instructions it will be much
easier. This manual will help you
choose your super costume or
decide which is the best super
power. You may want to know
how to form a super group or
which place is better as a secret
base...

Bruno´s parents love him very
much but they are a teeny
weeny bit overprotective!

PRINCESS JILL, NEVER SITS STILL
Margarita del Mazo + José Fragoso
Hardback / 275 x 250 mm / 40 pages 

The day that Princess Jill was
born the tranquility of the
palace ended. What was special
about the princess?

Picture Book
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HOW TO BECOME A SUPERHERO
Davide Calì + Gómez
Hardback / 240 x 290 mm / 52 pages 



CAN IT HAPPEN AGAIN? 
ABOUT THE SECOND WORLD WAR AND THE HOLOCAUST
Jesper Lundqvist + Fideli Sundqvist
Hardback / 200 x 200 mm / 90 pages 

.

Olika Forlag
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CAN IT HAPPEN AGAIN? paints the
war and the Holocaust and what
led to it. In the same way as with
other violence, there is a process
of normalization, and we all, even
younger children, need to be
aware of it. Only then can we
interpret what is happening and
what it can lead to. Like how bad
it can be when we divide people
into different groups, where some
are seen as worse than others.

TAKE CHARGE # NORMS, IDEALS AND LIKES
Leone Milton, Marie Tomi i + Emili Svensson
Hardback / 145 x 190 mm / 296 pages 

Olika Forlag 
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TAKE CHARGE  # BECAUSE IT WORKS
Leone Milton, Marie Tomi i + Fanny Agazzi
Hardback / 145 x 190 mm / 296 pages 

What happens when you start
to think of the good things
about yourself instead of the
other way around? The more
you understand
how you work, the easier it
becomes to choose
important and what feel s good.

What happens when you start
changing the world around you
instead of yourself? Much of
what creates fear and anxiety has
to do with our society.

By looking at structures and
norms and showing what tools
are available for change, anxiety
and frustration can be turned
into faith in the future and
meaningfulness.



ZOZO PLAYS SERIES 
Elina Garp + Moa Graaf
Hardback / 185 x 185 mm / 32 pages 

Olika Forlag 
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Feel, play, poke
Hi doggy
Finger stuck
No!
Zozo and the dog are in the
park, feeling, smelling,
pecking. Pecking some more,
until the finger is stuck. Who's
going to help now?

ZOZO & THE CRAYONS
ZOZO & THE CUDDLY TOY

SHOOTING STARS IN DINOSAURLAND
Sara Berg, Karin Frimodig + Sanna Borell
Hardback / 185 x 185 mm / 36 pages 

Olika Forlag 

Picture Book
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The friends in Dinosaur Land
try to catch stars strewn
across the sky. But what
happens when the sky gets
empty? A magical world
where dinosaurs collect stars ,
which portrays conflict
resolution and encourages
diplomacy.

WHY IS THE SISTER FIGHTING?
Kristina Murray Brodin+ Bettina Johansson
Hardback / 185 x 185 mm / 40 pages 

Out in the hallway, someone's
sister is fighting. Why? Alvdis and
Hamsa wonder. Maybe she's
fighting because someone fell on
her? Or because someone has
taken her sandwich? Maybe she's
fighting because someone was
pretend fighting with her, even
though she didn't want to?

An emotional detective
series for small children to
start talking about feelings
and boundaries early.



THE BIG KNIGHT
Kristi Kangilaski
Hardback / 190 x 250 mm / 32 pages 

If the king gives you a sword and a shield
and asks you to protect the queen, then
that is exactly what you have to do!
Even if the dragons, trolls and highway
robbers are really scary A charming
story about a desire to grow up
whilst remaining a kid at heart.

Paike Ja Pilv
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SOMEBODY ALWAYS CARES
Lana Vatsel + Kristi Kangilaski
Hardback / 240 x 250 mm / 36 pages 

A tiny hedgehog is living in a thick
forest with his mother. He is really
small and he does not even have
proper spikes yet. But he is still
very curious. One morning he
decides to look outside of his
home...

TINY HOUSE
Kertu Sillaste
Hardback / 210 x 210 mm / 32 pages 

Paike Ja Pilv

Picture Book
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TAP TAP
Pikkov + Anne Pikkov

Hardback / 200 x 200 mm / 36 pages 

The forest was peaceful until one
day a loud tapping started and just

stop. All the animals set
out to find out who could be
making such noise. At the top of
an old maple tree, they found a
little woodpecker. No matter how
nicely the animals asked, the
woodpecker kept on pecking.

got a lot of bric-a-brac. like
to tell you a story. Once upon a
time, a moose, a lion, a rooster, a
snake, a mouse, a dragon, and an
elephant ate, drank, played ball,
and hung out. One day, the
weather turned frightful. The
rooster, dragon, elephant, lion,
moose, mouse, and snake
spotted a little house on a hill.



Paike Ja Pilv
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A dragon lives inside my mummy.
Sometimes, it breathes fire like
when I drip jam on the floor, spill a
mug of hot cocoa in bed or cut a
hole in ball gown. The
dragon like it when I have
those accidents, so it comes and
roars. A beautiful book about the
relationship between a mother and
her child through the eyes of the
child and how they both learn to
deal with their emotions.

WHERE DID YOU FIND IT?
Urmas Reinmaa + Ulla Saar
Hardback / 205 x 247 mm / 32 pages 

Anni goes outside in her new
shoes. But when she looks down
at them, right next to her shoe,
she spots a key. How did it get
there? Who lost it? She finds
another. And another. Soon, she
holds a whole handful of them.
This makes her worried because if
you lose your key, you get
into your house. How is she ever
going to find the owners?

Piret Jaaks + Marju Tammik
Hardback / 210 x 250 mm / 36 pages 

Paike Ja Pilv
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-ON
Triinu Laan + Marja-Liisa Plats
Hardback / 261 x 195 mm / 64 pages 

After a long career, the skeleton
model used for teaching anatomy
at school finally decides to retire.
Gramps reckons that every
hardworking employee deserves
to relax after years spent on the
job, so he brings John the skeleton
back to his farm. John is
unbelievably happy with his new
home and so is everyone else
around him. 2021 WHITE RAVENS!

STAY HERE PÄRT! 
Anti Saar + Anna Ring 
Hardback / 160 x 210 mm / 32 pages

Pärt and his dad have finished
shopping and are now queuing to
pay. Suddenly, Dad notices that he
has forgotten something.
here, Pärt says Dad. But the line
is moving fast and Pärt has to put
things on the conveyer belt. A
series of 5 titles about
uncomfortable situations familiar
to all children.



MEROPE 
+ 

Paperback / 220 x 220 mm / 32 pages 

Redhouse Kidz
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Merope is one of the many stars
in the sky. It is a little shy and
afraid of not being able to spread
its light. One icy night, it clings to
the wind and falls from the sky
on warm wool! Its
journey of self-discovery begins
....

THE OCTOPUS AND THE SILENT WHALE 
Gökçe Gökçeer + Altun
Paperback / 220 x 220 mm / 32 pages 

Inspired by a true story of a
whale who would sing at a
frequency other whales
understand. When an octopus
hears the whale, a special
friendship is born.

T
Judith Malika Liberman + Zeynep Özatalay
Paperback / 220 x 255 mm / 40 pages 

Redhouse Kidz

Picture Book
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Living between browns and grays, the
pebble wonders about the colors of
the world. From time to time, the birds
tell him about blue, yellow, red, and
green. Then one day, the pebble gets
stuck in a hoof and embarks on
a colorful journey. The path is open
and clear, and he takes the journey
through which he will discover all the
colors he has dreamed of...

DREAM FIRST
STONE SOUP



PINA 
Elif Yemenici
Paperback / 220 x 250 mm / 60 pages 

Redhouse Kidz
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Pina is happy in his warm,
peaceful house. Going outside
is more complicated.
where Pina gets a little bit
scared. Maybe for him, to
discover the sights of the
moon, a strawberry or a bird
plum is needed...

Özge Bahar Sunar + Mavisu
Paperback / 215 x 280 mm / 32 pages 

Arya takes great pleasure in singing.
Her musical journey begins with a
humble community choir in her
neighborhood. Enjoying her growing
success in singing, Arya participates
in numerous competitions and
auditions but eventually realizes that
she has lost something very
essential.

MY SEED HAT 
Sima Özkan + Kübra Teber
Paperback / 220 x 255 mm / 46 pages 

A young girl has a hat full of
seeds. But as her hat flies
through the sky, the seeds begin
to fall on the ground one by one
and take root and grow.

A great introduction into the life
cycle of the fruits and vegetables
we love to eat. MY SEED HAT
encourages readers to reflect on
topics such as healthy and
seasonal eating, the balance of
nature, and consumption habits

Redhouse Kidz
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ZERO WASTE
Sima Özkan + Zeynep Özatalay
Paperback /200 x 200 mm /32 pages 

Rights sold: 
Italian, Korean & 

Simplified Chinese  

Sima Özkan + Zeynep Özatalay
Paperback/ 200 x 200 mm / 32 pages 

Rights sold: 
Greek, Russian, Portuguese 
(BR), Romanian, Korean & 

Simplified Chinese 



PHILOSOPHY SERIES FOR CHILDREN
Özge Özdemir + Ezgi Platin
Paperback / 120 x 180 mm / 40 pages 

Each of the eight titles in this series
focuses on discussing key topics in

lives.

- Is it possible not to get angry?
- Can one always be the best?
- Should we laugh at every joke?
- Can we trust every word?
- Is fighting the solution?
- Can you escape anxiety?
- Do Emotions Confuse Us?
- Do Words Hurt?

A series based on Dr. Özge
workshops with children aged 9-12.

Redhouse Kidz
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STORIES WITH A BLUE BALLOON TRAVELING IN TURKEY
Mavisel Yener + Bige
Paperback /120 x 200 mm /96 pages 

A blue balloon takes off and begins
to travel throughout Turkey. In the
olive groves of Kaz Mountain, in
Göbeklitepe, in the Ihlara Valley...
Through seven stories, the reader
meets meet from different parts of
Turkey and discovers what is unique
to those regions - the culture,
geographical beauties, historical
richness, and food.

Kokinos

Picture Book
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A very original alphabet book
that starts from analogies or
similarities between the shapes
of the letters and things in real
life. Some things are very funny
on the one hand and on the
other related to the sensibility
of girls and boys, who have
analogical thinking ( not logical)
like that of adults.

SNOWY LITTLE VOLCANO 
Jorge Lujan + Mandana Sadat 
Hardback / 250 x 320 mm / 40 pages 



NIKA, LOTTE, MANGOLD!
Thomas Wellmann
Hardback / 165 x 195 mm / 84 pages 

Rotopol Press
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Nika is into metal, video games, and
action. Lotte is super athletic, super
accurate, and super smart. Mangold
likes to drag around stuff, has the best
taste in clothes, and makes the best
cannonballs. The three friends live in
Dackeltal, where nothing much ever
happens. Luckily, they are never short
of imagination when it comes to
finding fun things to do.

Nika, Lotte and Mangold have grown up,
but they are still the same. When they
are together, the world always becomes
bigger than their small town. Mangold
struggles with her chaotic parents, Lotte
counts bugs, and everything revolves
around music.

NIKA, LOTTE, MANGOLD GO ON!
Thomas Wellmann
Hardback / 165 x 195 mm / 84 pages 

PIMO & REX
Thomas Wellmann
Paperback / 205 x 175 mm / 156 pages 

Rotopol Press

Com
ics 
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Pimo and Rex are two happy friends
who never miss out on any
adventure. The worries of life as an
artist are already forgotten when
entering the next tavern, at last Rex
has great news to announce. His
fiancé Leopold finally has proposed
and has given him a magical gift: an
enchanted scroll able to teleport Rex
home immediately in time of need.
Not knowing how useful this gift will
be, the two friends are celebrating
the happy event.



IN WINTER
Rita Fürstenau
Hardback / 145 x 195 mm / 32 pages 

Rotopol Press
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It is winter and in a nameless forest
in the north, the paths of a cat and
a hawk cross. This brief encounter
will be fateful for both, as death,
who roams silently through the cold
night, joins them. IN WINTER is
reminiscent of a classic animal
fable, but this time the atmospheric
tale focuses on the inner lives of the
characters and their inevitable
relationship.

Ready for a trip into the
wilderness? Julia Kluge invites the
readers to marvelous adventures
in nature from hiking at sunrise
and picking delicious berries to
camping under the stars. The
dreamy and expressive
illustrations make familiar flora
and fauna seem excitingly new.

TO BE A BRAVE SCOUT
Julia Klugge
Paperback / 120 x 170 mm / 32 pages 

FÜRCHTETAL
Markus Färber + Christine Färber
Paperback / 195 x 270 mm / 116 pages 

Rotopol Press

YA
 Com

ics
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After the sudden suicide of their father,
two siblings begin a silent
correspondence: she writes to him, he
sends drawings back. Each filled page
makes visible what words often lack.
The dialogue opens a world full of
enchanted memories, riddles and
feelings that, as intimate as they may
be, bring to light something universal: a
catastrophe.



Tulipan Verlag 
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Salah Naoura + Britta Teckentrup
Hardback / 210 x 280 mm / 32 pages 

Mrs. Susette lives in a house on
a bridge. She loves to play the
flute and she has a good heart.
When one day, she finds a little
boy, she takes him in and raises
him. Bastian turns out to
become just as good-hearted as
Suzette. Over time, he saves a
dog, a parrot, a goat and other
animals. But as the house gets
louder and louder with music,
barking and bleating. the
neighbours are getting
increasingly annoyed.

MY MOTHER THE FAIRY
Nikola Huppertz + Tobias Krejtschi
Hardback / 250 x 230 mm / 40 pages 

WHAT TIMO CAN DO
Nikola Huppertz + Tobias Krejtschi
Hardback / 250 x  230 mm / 32 pages 

Tulipan Verlag 

Picture Book
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In his dreams, Timo travels
somewhere different every
night. Up in the sky through
cotton candy clouds; into a
jungle full of dangerous animals
that become tame as Timo pets
them. But every time Timo tells
the other children about his
Travels, they believe him
and laugh at him.



Tulipan Verlag 
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MAGIC METAMORPHOSIS
Constanze Guhr
Hardback / 210 x 280 mm / 40 pages 

Everyone knows them:
butterflies, bumblebees, ants,
dragonflies or fireflies. But before
they take on their familiar
shapes, they lead a very different
life that is usually unknown to
most of us. MAGIC
METAMORPHOSIS allow us to
take a peek into a bumblebee's
nest, an ant hill or underneath
the surface of a lake and witness

diverse and fascinating
transformation.

MY FRIEND ROXY 
Kenza Ait Si Abbou + Meike Töpperwien
Hardback / 148 x 210 mm / 152 pages 

Tulipan Verlag 

Fiction 
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When Lili finds a robot on her way to
school, she realizes that it needs help.
It cannot move any more and only
emits a weakening beep. Luckily
Grandma Patricia knows about
technology and can help out. A great
book to encourage children to get
curious about technology.

TOPLESS
Jutta Nymphius
Hardback / 148 x 210 mm /230 pages
Amelie is 13 and really good at
Photoshop. If only she could
photoshop her own life as well She
worries about the fact she trendy
and is insecure about her body. One
day a topless photo of Amelie goes
public in the chatroom of her class

RUMBA SUMMMBA
Kai Pannen
Hardback / 170 x 245 mm / 104 pages
Instead of simply spending the winter in
a nice, warm tropical region, spider Carl
and fly Bisy find out that their adopted
daughter, tarantula Mia, might be in
danger. They need to save her! Book 5 in
the bestselling Spider & Fly series with
more than 250.000 sold in Germany.



THE LEGEND OF FRIENDS 
Lee Gee Eun
Hardback / 210 x 270 mm / 72 pages 

Woongjin Thinkbig
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Once upon a time, there was a
tiger who liked to scare other
animals. One day, a dandelion
fell from the sky and got stuck
to his tail. From then on, they
were stuck together. The
dandelion greeted everyone
and loved to help others, which
annoyed the tiger - at least at
first. By the winner of the 2021
Bologna Ragazzi Award in the
Comics - Early Readers
category.

PAPER DAD 
Lee Gee Eun
Hardback / 233 x 276 mm / 48 pages 

MY GRANDMA MUM
Lee Gee Eun
Hardback / 220 x 262 mm / 40 pages 

A creative and fun story about
a little girl who wants to spend
time with her dad but her dad
is always busy. Until one day
her father looks different
he has turned into a paper
dad. He needs his daughter to
make him clothes and they
start spending time together
and having a lot of fun outside.

Woongjin Thinkbig

Picture Book
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Gee-Eun spends most of her
time with her grandmother.
Her mum is too busy working
to take care of her all day. In
this autobiographical picture
book, the author offers
readers a deeply touching
view of her precious guardian,
the grandma mum.



Woongjin Thinkbig
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SNAIL 
Min-woo Kim
Hardback / 218 x 218; 44pp

A young boy wants to hang out
with his older brother and friends,
but he keep up on his small
bicycle. He tries his best to follow,
but they just leave him behind. On
his way back home feeling
upset, he finds a snail slowly
climbing up a tree. By going at his
own pace, the young boy gets to
see a beautiful scenery that he
would have missed if he had just
followed his brother and friends.

LAST SUMMER 
Ji-hyun Kim
Hardback / 210 x 297 mm / 48 pages 

I WANT TO BE A GREAT DINOSAUR 
Yoon-leaf Nam
Hardback / 200 x 200 mm / 48 pages 

A dinosaur who wants to be a
great dinosaur with shinny
teeth, sharp claws, muscles and
a blazing look. A great dinosaur
also likes to help, tiptoes not to
scare others, and listen
carefully his friends' stories. A
charming story with a twist.

A young boy goes on a
summer trip with his family.
While walking his dog, instead
of ignoring his surroundings,
he chooses to absorb the
energy from the nature
around him. The day becomes
an unforgettable memory.

Sometimes we are so busy
that we miss many of
precious moments.

Woongjin Thinkbig

Picture Book
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IT COULD BE WORSE 
Hardback / 210 x 297 mm / 48 pages 

NEIGHBOURS 
Hardback / 210 x 270 mm / 48 pages 

After their ship sinks, Albertini and George
are stranded in the middle of the ocean
drifting on a piece of wood. One sailor
wonders what could go worse, while the
second one is sure it could not be worse or
could it?

Einat Tsarfati
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A young girl imagines who lives in her
building. By the first door, a unicycle is
always parked - a family of acrobats
must live there. A wonderful journey in
a imagination.

SAND CASTLE 
Hardback / 210 x 270 mm / 48 pages 

A young girl is on the beach building a
sand castle. A real castle with a seaside
view and guests Kings and Queens
from all over the world. Trouble starts
over breakfast when the guests find
sand in their food.

We follow Albertini and
incredible new adventures in the jungle
where they meet poisonous bubble
frogs, a tribe of monkeys and finally
reunite a baby bird with its parents.

IT COULD BE  MUCH WORSE 
Hardback / 210 x 297 mm / 48 pages 

WHO WILL DO THE MATH?
Hardback / 160 x 200 mm / 96 pages 

There is nothing worse than
starting the week with a two-hour
math class. Luckily, spends
this time drawing comics, finding
new ideas or happily
remembering his old comics.
Anyone can take part in
comics, even his Math teacher -
of course unknowingly... But what
if accidentally gave the
teacher his drawing book instead
of his homework book?

Burcu Ünsal + Ezgi

A
uthor/Illustrator
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MARIA LEBEDEVA  

Maria Lebedeva 
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Bruno Nunes Coelho  

I AM AN ISLAND
Paperback / TBC x TBC mm / 60 pages 

Following the daily life of an island in the middle of the ocean, I AM 
AN ISLAND offers a touching reflection on the state of being alone 
without necessarily being lonely. 

Is an illustrator and lecturer,
based in Somerset West, South
Africa. Maria is currently
working on a PhD study on
wordless picture books.

books are her
absolute favorite thing in the
world, and she has a passion
for crafting visual storylines.
books!

THERE IS A BEAR IN MY SCHOOL
Renata Bueno + Fernando de Almeida
Paperback / 200 x 232 mm / 32 pages 

a bear in my classroom.
His name is John. While we take
notes, John points his flashlight to
the ceiling and draws spider webs
with the light beam. In the break
time we play football. Sometimes
John is the goalkeeper, but
no fun at all. No one scores.

Renata Bueno

A
uthor/Illustrator 
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PLAYING WITH NUMBERS
Work in progress

Each of the 4 circus magicians hides 2 rabbits inside his hat. How
many rabbits are hidden in total? The 15 toothpick birds ate the
leftover food and cleaned the alligator's teeth. Now only 3 are in its
mouth. How many have flown away?


